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Grex pin nailer

P650 - 23 Gauge 2 Length headless pinner | Features | Specifications | Picture Gallery | Videos | Supporting Docs Print Friendly Page Setting a priority, GREX continues to push the limit with its popular line of 23-gauge headless pinners. First of its kind, the Grex P650 sport has a 2 fastening capability. Now you have the
ability to run even longer screws in soft or hard wood with the same high quality and features expected from GREX. High tolerance - Posit-Lock™ Nose cover: The high tolerance-prefetated hardened steel driver, nose cover and nose control unit adjusts and sets the headless pin for optimal drive performance. What is
Posit-Lock™ - it's tight tolerance, durability and functionality that reduces paper jams to a minimum. Performance Improved Innovative Patented Magazine: GREX P650 sports a lightweight aluminum (not plastic) extruded magazine; stair-entered magazine, increasing access to tighter areas and more angles;
automatically adjusts to pin size, accepts headless pins from 3/8 to 2; a rear magazine cap allows for both hex wrench and spare no-mar tip storage; has a durable yet operator friendly magazine lock; and last but not least a supply window with screws showing the pin supply. What's more: A swivel disconnect, prevents
air-hose entanglement; removable no-mar tip, prevents project damage; the no-mar tip has four sight guidelines, increasing pinning accuracy; side bumps, prevent tool and project damage practical belt hook; rear exhaust using a silencer. Even more: Work high up on a ladder or pinning overhead, take a look at our
GREX P650L. The P6 series comes in seven different designs: P630, P635, P645, P645L, P650, P650L and P650LXE. GREX, sought after by Pros, for more than 20 years has helped professionals rise to the top of their trade. Now explore. Suggested applications: Light wood assembly, Finish and trim work, Molding
and decorative trim, Dyvel and common pinning, Mirror and picture frame assembly, Lightweight panels, external conifer trim, Rattan furniture, Glazing strips, Craft work, Window beading, Display and character work, Etc... Click for more info about Grex 23 Gauge Headless Pinners © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its
subsidiaries © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries &gt; Nail Gun Depot &gt; Brands &gt; Grex Nail Gun Depot proudly carries commercial grade Grex 23 gauges; which are lightweight, compact and provide a powerful punch-driving pins and leaves almost no mark. These pin nailers offer an innovative and
patented 'self-adjusting' magazine that eliminates manual adjustment when changing fastener lengths. Get your Grex micro pinner today on NGD. Watch as: Grid List FEATURED PRODUCTS &gt; Nail Gun Depot &gt; Brands &gt; Grex &gt; Pin Nailers - 23 Gauge Headless Pinners Excellent for Rattan light wood
collection, finish and trim work, decorative trim, mirror and and frames, window beading, craft work, and more. Show as: Grid List FILTER PRODUCTS Position Name Price: Low to High Price: High to Low Top Sellers Sellers
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